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 Introduction
Katie Mitchell has created over one hundred shows 
throughout an illustrious thirty-two year career and her 
work can be divided into two main phases: Naturalism 
and Live Cinema. She has worked within mainstream 
theatre, staging text-based plays (both classic and new 
plays) and Opera. 

Mitchell's key ideas and methodology include:

-Deconstruction of text
-Stanislavskian method of creating a character
-Use of technology to enhance the performance
-Re-interpretation of classic texts
-Stage imagery is important

Naturalism & Stanislavski
During the first sixteen years of Mitchell's career, from 
1989 until 2005, Naturalism and the approaches of the 
practitioner Konstantin Stanislavski dominated her style 
and work. This phase started in 1989 when, in her early 
twenties, she went on a six month trip to Russia. This 
was two weeks after the Berlin Wall came down, 
providing an opportunity to work with a range of 
European theatre-makers and directors. She returned 
from the trip with, what she refers to as, her 'basic 
Stanislavskian toolkit'.

Stanislavski's approaches can be considered as two 
main phases: the early emotion memory work and his 
later focus on physical actions. Mitchell was keen to 
emphasise that she is most interested in the latter phase 
of his work; the method of physical actions and the 
construction and appearance of emotion from the 
outside/ in. 

For sixteen years she staged naturalistic productions in 
all of the main theatres in the UK. She staged classic 
plays during this time, written by playwrights such as 
Strindberg and Euripides, but also modern texts and new 
writing. All of these texts had similar subject matter and 
dealt with the female experience, something which 
remains central to her work. The year 2006 was a 
turning point in Mitchell's career.

The Female Experience

Stemming from her frustration with the 'well-made 
narrative' (which so often focuses on male experience), 
she started to experiment with new forms and created 
her first Live Cinema production. The text she chose to 
translate onto the stage was the Virginia Woolf novel 
Waves. Mitchell placed the female experience at the 
heart of the production, incorporating Foley sound 
effects and video cameras.
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 The Female Experience 
continued....
By removing the original text and focusing the narrative on 
the most oppressed character, Mitchell uses theatrical 
form to politically refocus texts. For example, she staged 
Strindberg's Miss Julie, but from the point of view of the 
least important female character- the cook. She explains 
the need to look beyond plays, due to the lack of texts with 
central female characters or interesting feminist story lines. 
These have included The Yellow Wallpaper (1890) by 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman and The Malady of Death (1988) 
by Marguerite Duras. 

Live Cinema
Live Cinema is now what defines Mitchell as a Director.  In 
2008, Mitchell was invited to work in Germany, which 
marked the start of her International career. Since then, 
she worked extensively in Europe. Her first production, in 
Cologne was a Franz Krotz' play called Request 
Programme, which has no dialogue, but describes the 
actions of woman's life leading up to suicide. The set 
design for the production depicted the woman's apartment 
and Mitchell suspended a screen above the stage. There 
were five cameras moving around on stage at very high 
speed, with eight hundred different camera positions and 
the editor cutting video footage live. 

Following the Krotz production in 2008, Mitchell did a 
further twelve Live Cinema shows in Germany, Austria 
and France. In these productions, that she started to 
really explore the technical challenges of combining 
theatre and film and push the boundaries of what is 
possible in live performance. One production was set in 
a stationary train carriage, for example, but she 
experimented with lights, cameras and sound to create 
the effect of a moving train. In Live Cinema, Mitchell 
talks about how cameras are used "to get inside the 
character’s head". Voice-overs (usually performed by 
two actors in a booth) are used to convey characters' 
thoughts aloud. This is integral to the Live Cinema style, 
with only around twenty percent of each show made up 
of spoken dialogue. The effect she wants to create with 
this is one of subjectivity, with the audience gaining a 
unique insight an into the main (usually female) 
character's thoughts and perspective. 

Rehearsing Live Cinema

When rehearsing Live Cinema productions, Mitchell 
explains that she works 'shot by shot', cutting on 
average every seven seconds, before moving onto 
something called ‘threading’, when she works on scene 
transitions. She is keen to emphasise that there is no 
improvisation on the performance night. Everything is 
meticulously prepared, rehearsed and choreographed, 
even to the point of considering where the camera 
operators move on stage and when they go under or 
over leads and wires! 
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